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Muslim holy month begins Final debates
viewed in
VVSQ Hall
Bush, Kerry speak on US. policies
By Emmanuel Lopez
Daily Staff Writer

’Ionsonsi

/ Daily Stall

Shaykh Ibrahim prays Tuesday night at the mosque of Muslim Community Association in Santa Clara.

Fasting requiredfor most Muslims, part ofPillars ofFaith
By Amaya Wiegert
Daily Staff Writer
With the arrival of fall, there is one
holiday on many Muslim students’
minds. It is not the candy-infused
Halloween, but rather, Ramadan, the
ninth month of the Muslim calendar.
"Ramadan is primarily all about
fasting," said Diana Melhem,
sophomore business major and
former president of San Jose State
University’s Middle Eastern Student
Association. "It’s a time of the year to
be extra good to people and try to be
the best person you ran throughout
that month."
According to Islamic belief, every
year, in the month of Ramadan, all
Muslims fast from dawn until
sundown, abstaining from food,
drink and sexual relations with their
spouses.

"Ramadan itself is a month, but education, referring to when ANA. Ramadan is not just retraining front
what we do in Ramadan is what the Nhisliin God, first revealed the that which is not all, wed. but rather
makes Ramadan very special," Islamic holy book ti the prophet that which is noinirlft allowed.
said Rifat Sharawi, a junior indus- Muhammad. "The la lint of the
"During Rainadat, (everyday
trial technology major who was raised month is braising on) Gosl," Amu
things like (mid and water) are
Muslim.
Ebrahimi said,
restricted in order to be in control
Melhem said the first day of
A verse from a translated versibi, 4 it yolir ego, hIst And le,fte.,... Alm
Ramadan is 10 days earlier every of the Qtran states, ’Tasting is pre- I la:acct..’ said. "It tree’ the Mind Mid
year because of the Arabic or lunar scribed to you as it was prescribed to makes you in control."
calendar it’s based on, and dais year those before you, that snit may (learnt
Abu I laneela said dim it a pet son
the month would start on Oct. 15 or self-restraint."
is able to avoid spryttic things that are
16, depending on the moon.
Amir-Ebrahimi, who is a member normally pen, lissible throughout the
Melhem said Ramadan is signifi- of SJSU’s lluslim Students Assoc ayear, but prohibited during Ramadan,
cant because it is a big part of Islam,
tion, said this verse was prescribed as then that prison , an detitntely avoid
"It fulfills one of the five pillars of an obligation Mr iluslims.
those things that Are not ,Illowble
Islam that you’re expected to do in or"Ramadan is a prescription from after Ramadan. so,-1, .1, dtig,, ot
der to fulfill your duties as a Muslim," God as an antibiotic tin the ills hu- over -eating.
Melhem said, referring to the pillar man begins are constantly prone to,"
"’Flue stomas-1,0n eg,,,,or !own be recommended that all Muslims fast Amir-Ebrahimi said "This month ing, dictates vont life," Alm-llancefa
during Ramadan,
is like a once a year tune -up tbr ,our said. "Ramadan trains WU to IlTe
Its the month where the Outran soul."
yourself nom that."
was first revealed," said Maryam
1%.1u ham mad Abu-I-lancet:I, a
Amir-Ebrahimi, a freshman in junior communications [natio., said
RA MA DAN. /,,rge 6

Hill featured at
’Scholar Series’
By Monica Lauer
Daily Staylfriter
A theoretical "huddle" formed
of about 30 people to listen to a
speech from Spartan football head
about how sports
coach, Fitz
can impact society and drive social
change on Wednesday afternoon at
the Spartan Bookkore.
In football, players "huddle" to
get a play, Hill said. The team that
executes the play the best will have
the chance at being the most successful, he said.
"Well, same in life, We’re here
we’re in a huddle," Hill
today
said. "I hope to call it play today
that when we leave here you can go
out and execute and make a differenCe in someone’s life regardless of
whether they are a student athlete
or not,"
Hill was the second speaker in
the University Scholar Series hosted by San Jose State University Provost Marshall Goodman.The Series
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A.S. to screen
’Fahrenheit 9/11’
By Yasuyo Nagata
Daily Staff Miter
Associated Students will show
the controversial film, "Fahrenheit
9/11" today at 830 p.m. at the A.S.
lawn area,
Depending on how the showing
of "Fahrenheit 9/11" will go, A.S.
is also planning to show "’l he Passion of The Christ," said the A.S.
President Rachel Greathouse.
"The Passion of The Christ"
directed by Mel Gibson is another
controversial film this year.
"It’s a controversial movie, but
Associated Snidents isn’t taking

the position of whetheT the movie
is right or wrong," :aid Alfonso De
Alba, A,S. executive director,
De AEI said when people see the
same film, they c.in have different
opinions, and rhaes Ok because they
can exchange their opinions.
In the film director Michael
Moore criticizes many decisions
made in President (;ii,irge hY, ’Bush.
fiovvevet, A.S. isn’t trying to tell
students to deride what political
parties they have to he in by showing
us-bore’s tilm, Greathouse said,
"We aren’t trying to push
who
Fl I,M. page 5

Campus police say illegally parked cars a problem
By Ruth C. Wamuyu
Daily Staff tVriler

is co -sponsored by the Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. Joint Library and
the Spartan Bookstore,
Temesgen Atzbaha, a junior
graphic design major, heard Hill
speak at the Read -2 -Lead Classic
event and wanted a chance to talk
to Hill after he spoke Wednesday,
he said,
"1- Ithvon the sarne.page as bins,
to use sports as a platform for social
change," Atzbaha said,
It is important for leaders, particularly educators to take the opportunity, of sports and use it to address social issues iand itnplement
change, Hill said.
A Super Bowl advertisement
costs 52.5 million for 30 seconds,
Hill said, One hundred million
people sit down to watch the Super
Bowl, he said.
It was awesome that commercials on HIV and AIDS were aired
during the Super Bowl, Hill said.

Sgt. Tim Villarica of the 1. iniveisity
Police Department is fed up with people svho park illegally and then lie to
him about it.
"With the new one- and two-hour
parking permits," he said, "...People
claim that they purchased the permit
but forgot to display it or that they
were in the process of purchasing the
permit as they were getting the rita
non,"
Villarica said wheri Is theo checks
the time on the permit it shows it was
purchased an hour or more after tile citation was issued,
"They hope that I don’t check the
details," he said. "But I do check the
details and I, get that much more an,
noyed because they parked illegally,
and then they lie to me about it,"
Villarica said others claim that they
did nor see any signs to provide them
with direction as for as parking is con cerned.
"We have a lot of sign age in out
parking garages," he said. "A siniple
way to tell Wyatt are in a proper park -

see HILL, page

see PARKING, page 6
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Students tuned in to watch
President George W. Bush and Sen.
John Kerry exchange verbal punches
in the final presidential debate in
room 207 at Washington Square Hall
on Wednesday evening.
Tlw broadcast, a collaborative el
fort between the journalism, politic al
science and communication studies
departments, sought to provide a
Place where students could discuss
politics, said James Brent, an associate
professor of political science.
"Our goal was to get students
interested in politics," Brent said. "It’s
more fun it students are sharing the
experience."
Brent said hi...kw:Ting ,he
and then discussing it afterward
allowed students to express Men
and to hear ideas from other viewers.
"It’s nice to hear what people

ititertfreted 11.,111
lirent
:Hal to ’teat other
said, "It’s
people’s isleas .,..t t, help diens understand an,1
I, rim different
perspective "
Anne NI.atir To,1.101 assistant
professor
, s ’vit.’, Arlon ,tthlieS.
LIkate to survey
cii,Iihie
2,0,1
,Itt ,t, presidential
stuilems
o
dekttes .41 Fier
,todenth
b,.1,i
rem,?
stmising
and boa ,,t,h, students
Men
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A car goes in the Fourth Street garage Tuesday afternoon,
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"Israel is a nation ofpaludoxes. Its roots are anchored in the an der,/ kingdoms of David and Solomon, yet its history as a modern
State began in 1948,’ wrote Monte Palmer in the book"ThePolaies
’ofthe Middle East."
Almost two weeks ago, Palestinians marked the fourth anniversary -of the revolt in the second "intilada," or uprising.
With more than 3,000 Palestinians and close to 1,000 Israelis
dead since the fighting erupted, a resolution between the canflictin ig cousins remains seemingly out of sight.
Israel has not had an easy road in maintaining its statehood,
and Palestinians have had virtually no luck with improving
their standards of life in the region.
At least one story a day prints in the papers about another
development or step backward in Israel/Palestine.
This summer, after reading about this, I was finally going
to. ,iee the problems for myself, without having to depend on
the words of others.
A Jewish organization paid for me and 11 other editors
from college newspapers across the United States to visit Poland, Bulgaria and Israel.
This trip was supposed to answer questions about Jewish
history, but my interest surrounded the relationships Jews, Israelis, Palestinians and Arabs have because of the creation of
the state of Israel.
Thought I had some questions answered, I returned to San
Jose more confused, angry and hopeless, knowing that the relationship between theses neighbors are far more severed than
I expected.
Perched between two olive trees, I peered downs hill overlooking Nazareth, a town between Tel Aviv and the Sea of

Galilee. It was the moment I’d dreamed of for years. As the
sun beat down, I overlooked the once biblical town as three
mosques blared the Muslim -call to prayer over the coy.
On this day, it was so holy, so pure and so pleaiiiint. It VMS
also an incomplete picture.
Israel was established by what I see as
robbing people of their land, eventually demolishing the homes of the original inhabitants and
claiming that the Jewish presence in Israel was
inherent.
I struggled with this because although it is
not ethical, the United States became a country
on some similar terms.
Looking at the history of the United States,
early Americans demolished Native American
homes, land and lives and nosy appear to only
give them minimal reservation land, minimal
JENNIFER
words in history books and minimal acknowledgment.
And while many Americans know this was wrong, it’s not
as if we will move out of our homes, just as those who grew up
in Israel do not expect to be uprooted from their homes.
It is also not fair to see a wall cut through the middle of
your yard, preventing you front seeing your neighbors.
When I first saw the "security fence," I felt sick.
While in a Palestinian neighborhood close to Bethlehem, I
peered up, laid toy hand on the 26 -foot concrete wall cutting
through the yards, homes and territories of either Arab Israelis
or Palestinians, and thought, "How is this wall justified?"
I sun still searching for an answer that would respect the
safety and livelihood of both the Israelis and Palestinians.

THOUGHT CRIMES I KONSTANTIN ABADJIEV
WELL LOU, WITH MARTHA STEWART
BEHIND BARS ICON GO BACK TO
SLEEPING WITH BOTH EYES CLOSED.

THAT’S RIGHT J/M, THE STREETS
ARE FINALLY SAFE AGAIN’

And while! could not answer these questions, the most important issue is what will I do with this experience and how can
I help improve the situation.
I’ve heard people say, "Who cares, let them all kill each
other."
And while this is one apathetic attitude, as
young people we have far more responsibility
regarding the situation than we think.
I don’t expect that people will travel to Israel to try to influence ideas. If people can’t even
write letters to their local newspapers about
something they disagree with, why Would they
spend money and time to make a point?
And even if someone did get the attention
of, say, Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon, it is
not like he will answer.
I can see it now "Hi, I’m a student at
MCLAIN
SJSU. I’ve been thinking about how to solve
that long-time conflict in your state. Can I have
a few minutes of your time?"
In college, I’ve learned a lot some information is useless
and some is actually helpful. But when we learn and don’t apply knowleage, what good is it?
One professor asked me, "In light of what you know now,
what are you going to do?"
And while we could sit back and let them "kill each other,"
students have a responsibility to make themselves be heard.
A year ago, when I was with some Arab friends, we went to
a Jewish restaurant and hotel. There was serious tension.
The Jewish owner was born in Israel, and my Arab friends
were born in Jordan.

But now, each lives in the Bay Area together, safely and
cohesively.
With this experience in mind while I was in the Middle
East, I asked both Jews and Arabs about their relationships
with one another.
I spoke with more than 50 Israeli students and asked them
whether they’ve traveled to the Arab countries, their neighbors.
Most said no.
While in Jordan, I asked Arab students if they have any
Jewish friends.
Most said no.
And this is how Americans could have a long-lasting positive influence.
In the Bay Area, both the Jewish and Arab communities
are significant.
If these two can have more discussions and dialog in the
states, thousands of miles from the birthplace of so many of
their ancestors, then maybe, just maybe, negotiations can be
made between the Palestinians and the Israelis.
Before I went to Israel, I really thought I could have some
effect and influence in finding "Peace in the Middle East."
Now, I would just be happy if the Jewish Student Union
and the Muslim Students Association got together for a pizza party.

Jennifer McLain is the Spartan Daily executive editor.
"Oxymoron" appears every Thursday.

RELOADING

Dangerfield, Reeve live on
in twilight zone of fame
Goodbye, Rodney.
Farewell, Chris.
Thank you for being apart of my world.

SPARTA GUIDE
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to students, faculty and staff members. The deadline for entries is noon
three working days before the desired publication date, Entry forms are available in the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bentel Hall, room 209. Entries can also be e -mailed to spartandaily@casa.sjsu.edu titled "Sparta Guide."
Space restrictions may require editing of submissions. Entries are printed in the order in which they are received.
TODAY
VVornen’s Resource Center
Voter registration will take place from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
at the tables in front of the Student Union. For more
information, call 924-6500.
Peer Health Education
CPR classes will be held between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
in the Student Health Building. The class satisfies
requirements for nursing, occupational therapy and
other majors. For more information, call Joe Johnstone
at 293-3066.
School of Art and Design
An art exhibition featuring student galleries will take
place from 10 am, to 4 p.m. in the Art building. For
more information, call the Gallery Office at 924-4330.
Gay Lesbian Bisexual Transgender Allies
A Coming Out Week informational session will take
place from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in front of the Student
Union. A trip to San Francisco will begin at 8 p.m. in
front of the Student Union. For more information, call
Anne at 924-6500.
Counseling Services
A women’s process group will meet from 10:30 a.m, to
noon in counseling services. For snore information, call
Carina Esteban or Ciara Mahan at 924-5910.
Associated Students
"Spartans Spark the Vote" will take place from 11 a.m.
to 2 p.m next to the A.S. House. Come to register to
vote. Food, music and giveaways will be included. An
A.S. movie featuring "Fahrenheit 9/11" will take place
at 8:30 p.m. at the lawn area outside outside the
A.S. f louse. For more information, call 839-2730.
Catholic Campus Ministry
A daily mass will take place at 12:10 p.m.
Confirmation classes will take place from 6 p.m. to
7 p.m. "The Bible and You" will take place from
7 p.m. to 8 p.m. The Alpha Omega Student
Fellowship will meet at 8 p.m. All events will take
place in the Catholis Campus Ministry. For more
information, call Father Mike Carson at 938-1610.
School of Music
"The Listening flour" concert series featuring a Celtic

Harp Concert with Lauren McGoveran will take
place front 12:30 p.m. to 1:20 p.m. in the Music
building Concert Hall. For more information, call
the Music Office at 924-4673.
Center for Steinbeck Studies
A book signing and presentation by SJSU English
profess& Paul Douglass will begin at 4 p.m. in the
King Library program room on the fifth floor. A
potluck reception will begin at 4 p.m. with a talk at
4:45 p.m. The book signing will follow at 5:30 p.m.
For more information, call 924-4588.
Center For Literary Arts
James Brown, an award -winning author, will speak
at 7:30 p.m. in the Engineering building auditorium.
For more information, call 924-4600.
Feminist Majority Leadership Alliance
A general meeting will take place front 5 p.m. to
6:30 p.m. in the Montalvo room in the Student
Union. For more information, call Anne at
924-6500.
Society of Latino Engineers and Scientists
A general meeting will take place at 6 p.m. in the
Costanoan room in the Student Union.
Black Alliance for Scientists and Engineers
A general meeting will take place at 7 p.m. in the
Ohlone room. For more information, call Akili
644-0572.
Asian Baptist Student Komonia
A Bible study will take place at 7 p.m. in the
Guadalupe room in the Student Union. For more
information, call 472-2465.
Akbayan Pilipino-American Organization
"Maboohay," a talent and flishion showcase will
take place at 8 p.m, in the Barrett Ballroom in the
Student Union. For more in
call Gerstein
at (510)557-0754.
Campus Crusade for Christ
"Nightlife," a time for worship, prayer, fellowship
and hearing the word will take place at 8 p.m. at the
Spartan Memorial. For snore information, call Mark
Depoid at 421-9281.

Even if a person has a number of successes, in the weird
twilight zone that is fame in America a celebrity’s entire life
4**
usually gets filtered in the public consciousness to only one or
two main recollections.
What odd creatures celebrities are.
A surprising number of famous people have already died
They are people, of course, and yet in ways they aren’t
real to us. Instead, they occupy a kind of twilight zone in our this month.
By this time next year, these celebrities will have been winlives,
nowed down to the following:
We know about them, but we don’t know them.
Ken Caminiti one-time baseball MVP, steroids.
We may read about them and think we’re getting to know
Christopher Reeve Superman, wheelchair.
them. In actuality, what we most often get is a
Rodney Dangerfield "No respect," "Cadconstructed, controlled public persona.
dyshack."
Even if we meet a celebrity face to face,
Gordon Cooper astronaut.
such as at an autograph signing, we don’t think
Janet Leigh "Psycho" shower scene,
that means we know them. On their side, we’d
mother of Jamie Leigh Curtis.
just be part of the endless series of faces they
To the ones they were close to, there is of
saw that day.
course
so much more to remember about the
Like so many other people, I loved Rodney
people they were.
Dangerfield’s act as a poor slob who got no reDevoted fans, also, will remember each
spect. But the character was only a cartoon. If
one’s career.
you really met someone who spent all Isis time
The
general public, however, will remember
complaining about his rotten life, you would
that Rodney was funny for getting no respect,
soon run away.
even if they can’t recall any particular joke, And
On the other hand, how many of RodRON PANGRAC
that Christopher Reeve starred as Superman
ney’s fans cared about Isis personal life? We
and Lois Lane was played by Margot Kidenjoyed spending time with him not because
der
and hey, remember that time she went
the man was interesting, but because the character was entercrazy?
Just
like
Anne
I !eche, who was in "Milk Money" with
taining.
Fortunately for him and for us, Rodney found a successful Ed Harris, who was in "Apollo 13" with ... Kevin Bacon!
And that’s the significance of celebrity.
chord and excelled at playing endless variations on it.
Christopher Reeve also found success in playing a cartoon
character. In roles other than Superman, though, he was less
I initially wrote the third line 4this colunm as,Thank you
impressive.
for being a part of my life. The word "life,"
In movies like "Somewhere in Time"
though, felt like an overstatement,
and "Deathtrap," he seemed to be alightIf Rodney Dangerfield had nevweight and stiff actor, never a believable,
er been successful, or if someone other
three-dimensional character.
than
Reeve had starred in the "Superman"
Sadly, he got more respect from the
movies, would my life be different? Not in
real-life tragedy of being paralyzed than
any measurable way.
he ever got for his acting.
My children are part of my life. My
fill
friends are part of nay life.
If I bumped into Bobby Mosley (from
In America, we grant celebrity status
fifth grade), Eric Sennewald (from junior
too freely, There are too many one-hit
high social studies), or Eric’s sister Jill
wonders around.
(from one of my first jobs), we could remWhile they’re hot, we watch them
inisce about old times
they were each
and enjoy their work. When the spotpart of my life for a time.
light is no longer on them, they fade
If
I
had
crossed
paths
with Christofrom our thoughts.
They live on, however, in our unconscious as those odd pher Reeve, though, I could not have said, "I ley, remember
when
my
friend
Bob
and
I
saw
’Superman
II’
on opening
creatures called celebrities.They fill space in our brains as entertainment and sports personalities, but they remain tripped weekend?"
Reeve wasn’t part of my life. Ile was only a celebrity.
in 1988, 1995 or whenever.
Still, I do appreciate the entertainment lie and Rodney
Then years later, the actual person pops up out of the blue
each
provided over the years.
and we think, "Hey, I remember him/her/them,"
If I had ever had the chance to meet either of them, I hope
It might be on "The Surreal Life" or a "Whatever hap- I
would not have gushed like a lan-boy or tried to engage
pened to
?" segment on "Access Hollywood."
them in pointless conversation.
Too often, it’s during some kind of comeback bid.
Instead, I would have wanted to say directly what lam now
At least some celebrities draw on their past success with a saying
too late for them to hear:
sense of humor.
Simply. "Thank you."
Gary Coleman has made a second career of being "former
child star Gary Coleman."
My favorite current commercial has ’80s band Survivor altering their lyrics to "Eye of the Tiger" to sing the praises of
Ron Pangrac is a Spartan Daily production editor.
some office grunt’s choice of beverage,
"Reloading" appears every Thursday.

"...a celebrity’s
entire life usually
getsfiltered in the
public consciousness
to only one or two
main recollections."
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Authors Brown Douglass to speak at university today
Professor to speak about his book,
’Lady Caroline Lamb’

Brown comes back to San rose to talk about his memoir
By Ken Lotich
Daily Managing Editor
Award-winning author James
Brown is lucky to be alive.
Brown said he spent decades of
his life battling drug and alcohol
addiction.
His brother and sister, who had
similar habits, were not able to
keep their addictions under control
It would eventually lead to their
separate suicides.
Brown wrote about all of this
in his memoir, "The Los Angeles
Diaries" which he will discuss
tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the auditorium of the Engineering building.
The free event, presented by San
Jose State University’s Center for
Literary Arts, is a part of the 18th
season of the Major Author Series,
said director Mitch Berman.
"I found the book moving and
compelling," Berman said. "It’s
enormously heartening to bring to
SJSU an author with this skill and
these life experiences."
Berman said Brown’s book
exceeds above other memoirs
because of Brown’s ability to take,
chances.
"It’s an incredibly brave confessional," Berman said. "These are
risks the average memoir doesn’t
take."
Kate Evans, assistant to the
director of the Center for Literary
Arts, said she also immensely
enjoyed Brown’s book.
"(The book) was very powerful,
moving and surprising," Evans said.
"(Brown) showed an addictive personality as something very complex
that isn’t easy to come out of."
Evans said she appreciated

Brown’s .ability. to
Write again," Brown
be "brutally honest"
said. "I questioned
while writing in a
everything I had
simplistic manner.
on my page, I didn’t
myself
In ’The Los, Anbelieve tn
gales Diaries," Brown .
anymore.
Brown,
a
talks. about growing
up in ’Sin Jose: :
English professor
Cal
State
at
His. parents would
Bernardino,
San
divorce, and he Would
said he has been
end Up Moving to
Los Angeles to live- .
drug-free for seven
years, but has had
with his mom.,
some relapses with
Brown said . L.A.
is where he would
alcohol. ,
pick up many of his
Writing ’The
BROWN
addictions.
Angeles
Los
"San . Jose was a
,
Diaries" was a way
much better place to -grow upi". Brown said he was able to confront
Brown said. "IA the streets of Los his past. .
"I., felt
Angeles, there
I had to
was a huge
confront my
Subculture of
drugs, -alcohol
demons with
.
and sexuality"
this book,"
Brown
Brown said.
would return
"The
to San Jose to .
Los Angeles
live with his
Diaries" has
father during
received
his teens while
praise
his brother and
from ’many
sister remained
publications,
with
his
including
mother.
the Boston
Globe,
Brown said
moving back to San Jose with his Publishers Weekly and the San
father saved his life.
Francisco Chronicle.
Writing "The Los Angeles
Brown said he is very thankful
Diaries" was not a simple task, for the praise he has received.
Brown said.
"Most people have been
He said whenever he’d start to
articularly gracious," Brown said.
write, he’d eventually end up with It’s been terrific to get that type
a blank document because he was of reception I usually write in a
insecure of his writing.
state of self-doubt."
"I had to take small steps to
Coming back to San Jose is

something Brown said he is looking forward to.
"It should be interesting to go
back to the neighborhood, to see
if anything has changed," Brown
said,
Brown’s
other
novels
include "Lucky Town," "Final
Performance," "Hot Wire,’ "The
Second Story Theatre" and "Two
Encores."
Brown’s awards include the
Nelson Algren Award for Short
Fiction, a National Endowment
for the Arts Fellowship in Creative
Writing and a Chesterfield
Film Writing Fellowship from
UniversaVAmblin Entertainment.
He’s also been awarded fellowships in fiction writing from
Breadloaf Writer’s Conference,
the Sewanee Writer’s Conference
and the Squaw Valley Writer’s
Conference.
Brown has had his work published in the Denver Quarterly, Los
Angeles Times Magazine, New
England Review, New York Times
Magazine and Time Magazine.
Brown said he is currently
working on writing another memoir, which he hopes to finish in a
year or two.
Berman, the director of the
Center for Literary Arts, said he
encourages people to read Brcnvn’s
memoir because in addition to
being "finely crafted," it also shows
one man’s ability to overcome
adversity
"If there’s a single message of
the book, it’s that hope still exists in
human beings far beyond any point
where one might think it could
possibly still exist," Berman said.

Veit I had to
, con ont my demons
with this book,"
ames Brown,
author

By Ling-Mei Wong
Daily Staff Writer
Sex, scandal and society were
part of a lifestyle for "Lady Caroline
Lamb," a biography by Paul Douglass,
an English professor at San Jose State
University.
Douglass will be speaking about
her today at 4 p.m. in the program
room at the Center for Steinbeck
Studies on the fifth floor of the Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. Joint Library.
Lamb had an affair with romantic
poet Lord Byron that was shocking to
the Victorian society they lived in.
"She was the most famous of Lord
Bryon’s lovers," Douglass said.
Douglass said Lamb conducted
her affairs publicly, which was not the
norm for 19th century English society.
"She wouldn’t keep it secret," Douglass said,
Peter Graham, English professor at Virginia Polytechnic Institute,
said, "Although she loved her husband
dearly, Caroline fell hard for Byron,
succeeded in becoming his mistress
for a time and made herself notorious
by her flagrant antics in a society that
valued decorous behavior more than
unimpeachable morals."
Some of Lamb’s "antics" included
dressing up as a pageboy and visiting
Byron’s rooms unannounced, Graham said.
Douglass said Lamb developed a
reputation as a vindictive, crazy woman after the end of her relationship
with Byron.
Lamb labeled Byron "mad, bad and
dangerous to know," a phrase that has
persisted until now, Graham said.
Comparing the stereotype of Lamb
to the vengeful heroine in "Fatal Attraction," Douglass said, "The man
decides to have a good time and picks
the wrong woman."
After Byron ended his relationship
with Lamb, she wrote a "kiss-and-tell"
novel about him called "Glenarvon,"
Graham said,
"The book mined her already tattered reputation," he said. "It was in a
twisted, hysterical, yet often insight-

Room named after former dean of science
Lange said the function of the ematician who was able to take
room dedicated in his honor was complicated mathematic theorems
something that he promoted in his and proofs and translate them for the
common reader.
After a life devoted to teaching time as dean.
"It’s a wonderful idea," Lange said.
"He’s won awards for writing
mathematics, Lester Lange, former
San Jose State University professor "(It’s) a place to work with students articles for students," Pfifer said.
Lange said he had a passion
and dean of science, came back to (and to encourage) the interplay of
for helping
MacQuarrie Hall to a remodeled collegues."
Richard Pfifer,
students sec
room named after him.
a
professor
of
the beauty
"I’m, of course, very honored,"
mathematics, said
in unlocking
Lange said.
secrets using
Chair of the mathematics Lange was always
and
mathematics.
department Eloise Hamann said friendly
Lange
she came up with the idea of having receptive to many
he
said
a social area for faculty members in who he worked
traveled
the department to mingle outside of with in the math
science
and
throughout
their offices.
the world to
After brainstorming the idea, departments.
"He
was
a
good
his
spread
Hamann said she did not have to
message of
think hard for the room’s namesake. guy to get along
Pfiefer
geometric
"Les Lange was an obvious with,"
said. "He always
beauty
choice," Hamann said.
"I spoke
Hamann said Lange’s involve- had an open-door
to lots of
ment with the mathematics and policy."
Lange, who
high school
sciences at SJSU began in the 1960s
kids, visited is
and formally ended with his retire- started as an associate
professor
of
lot of college
ment in 1988.
campuses
"He went through the period mathematics, said
and
went
when San Jose was a teachers’ col- he was attracted
and taught
lege," Hamann said. "He saw a to mathematics
teachers how
trend in (mathematic and scientific) because there was
much in the field to explore.
to teach mathematics in Bangkok
research."
"There’s a wonderful world of and China on government expediAccording to a press release from
the mathematics department, Lange math beyond practical applications," tions," he said.
Lange
said about mathematics not
Lange said the classical Greek
took over the department amid
turmoil during the transformation of involved with engineering. "Geom- mathematician Archimedes, who
lived more than 200 years before the
the campus becoming a full college. etry is just full of beautiful results."
Pfifer said Lange was a math- birth of Christ, became one of his
Lange would help move the department to MacQuarrie Hall, helped
to lobby the administration to give
the department quality equipment
"THE KIND OF MOVIE THAT CAN CHANGE US ALL FOR
and would later serve as the dean of
THE BETTER AND I CAN THINK OF NO HIGHER PRAISE!"
both the mathematics and computer
amyl um sin nirlirmiND4P,
science departments.
By Kenneth Seli
Daily Staff Writer

role models.
"It is greatly regarded that
Archimedes was one of the four or
five greatest scientists in history,"
Lange said.
Lange, who will turn 81 this year,
set up a scholarship with his now
deceased wife in Archimedes name,
awarding 32,000 to a student who,
according to the scholarship certificate, "shows exemplary promise as a
scientist."
Shortly after the celebration for
the opening of the room ceased,
Lange would present the annual
scholarship to its fourth recipient,
Wing Wong, a biology student.
Lange’s eyes welled up with tears
when he recalled Wong’s story of her
father, who died of leukemia and
inspired her to learn biological science to help people, because Lange’s
wife, who had been a member of the
chemistry department, passed away
from cancer.
Lange said his pursuits could be
summed in one of the lines of the
award certificate he gave to Wong.
"None of us became educated
without the help of others," Lange
said.

"There’s a wonderful
world of math beyond
practical
applications."
Lester Lange,
former dean
of science
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ful fashion, the first of many memoirs
about him."
Lamb developed a reputation as a
nymphomaniac. One of the most notorious portrayals of her was in the
1972 film "Lady Caroline Lamb," said
Frederick Burwick, an English professor at UCLA
Lamb’s character, played by Sarah
Miles, dresses as a Ndiian slave by
putting on blackface makeup and going topless in order to impress Byron,
Burwick said.
She was not completely heartless, Douglass said. Lamb had a son,
Augustus, who was epileptic and retarded. Instead of passing him off to
nannies, she cared for him and hired
tutors and doctors to help him.
"She did her best to make his life as
normal as possible," Douglass said.
Lamb had the resources to take
care of her son having been born into
a high-ranking aristocratic family,
Douglass said.
She was married to William Lamb,
who would become the Lord of Melbourne and be the first British prime
minister. Lamb died before her husband inherited the title, as they lived
on an allowance from her father-inlaw. Despite Lamb’s passionate and
sexual affairs, her husband was forgiving, Douglass said.
Lamb wrote many letters and three
novels. Her writing showed how witty
and creative she was, Douglass said.
At a party once, Lamb said the
11th commandment was "Thou shalt
not bother," Douglass said.
To learn about Lamb’s life, Douglass visited the British Library in London and Lamb’s home in Chatsworth.
He estimates that he transcribed
300 letters over the eight years he
spent writing his book. Douglass will
be publishing a collection of Lamb’s
letters as a result of his research for
Lamb’s biography.
He said he wrote 200,000 words
and cut 80,000 words to make his narrative fit into a book.
"I rewrote Chapter 1 18 times,"
Douglass said,
Douglass considers his book a labor of love, wishing he had been able
to spend more time on it.
"I loved every minute," he said.
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Spartan football team regroups during bye week
By Kenneth sell

Daily Staff Writer
After handing the University of Washington its first win of the season, the Spartan
football team comes home with two weeks of
; downtime before resuming Western Athletic
Conference play.
- SPARTAN FOOTBALL

THE
RED’igNE
NOTEBOOK

San Jose State University, which is 2-3 and
1-1 an conference play, is scheduled to square
off against WAC-rival University of Hawai’i in
Aloha Stadium.
"Spartan head coach Fitz Hill said he is
looking forward to fine-tuning the assignments of his young team.
The loss against Washington featured the
Spartans gaining 133 yards in 51 offensive
, plays, and is the lowest offensive production in
.
, just over eight years.
"We failed to execute," Hill said. "They
didn’t overpower us that’s not the case, We
could have won that game."
Despite the offense stalling out in Husky
Stadium, Hill said he still has confidence of his
offense’s ability.
Hill said the key for the Spartans is to sure
up their attention to their assignments.
’
"It’s just missed execution," Hill said. "We
put our defense in a bad situation."
’
Despite the defense forcing turnovers from
the Husky offense that the Spartans could not
turn into a score, SJSU safety Eric Wilson said
7. he was not discouraged by the way the offense
7 played against Washington.
Wilson said the offense covered the de:: fense’s holes versus Rice University’s rushing
attack in their 70-63 win over the Eagles.
"We couldn’t get mad," Wilson said. "We
couldn’t get frustrated because we knew the offense would keep us in the game. Hopefully the
offense would come around, but we didn’t get
frustrated," Wilson said.
Hill said the mistakes the Spartans are
committing this season are a result of the team
not being in the right mindset throughout the
whole game.
Hill said during the first half of the football season, either the offense, defense or special teams would be the dominant force in the
Spartans’ game, but they have struggled in having all three come together.
"(We) got to make sure (we’re) mentally
sharp (for future games)," Hill said.
Hill said he still thinks his team is a match
for anyone in the conference and the Spartans
have already proven they will not finish last as
they were projected to in the beginning of the
season.
Hill said surprise conference wins such
teams as the University of Texas-El Paso up-

Adam Heyman / Daily Staff
Spartan football players push the sled during Wednesday’s practice at South Campus. The team has no game this week, and will next play the University of Hawai’i on Oct. 23.
setting former NCAA nationally No. 17
ranked Fresno State University have raised the
Spartans’ hopes for a WAC championship.
"The WAC is wacky," Hill said. "Teams are
all over the place and we feel like we are in it."
Bye WeekTroubleshooting
SJSU quarterback Dale Rogers said the
team would be using the two open weeks to get
the offense to click, as they have been able to in
their home games.
"For us (we’re working on) the fundamentals and getting back to what we’re good at, and
making sure the offense is one page," Rogers
said. "I think it’s definitely a plus having two
weeks before going to (an away) game."
Rogers said he was still confident in the offense and that they know what to do in the
next two weeks before they fly over the Pacific
Ocean to face the Warriors.
Wilson said the next two weeks would ben-

POS1ALANNEX+

efit the whole team’s dynamic.
"On offense, on defense, on special teams, we
need to get together as a team," Wilson said,
Wilson said the tough part of having a bye
week was shaking off the last loss without an
adversary to focus on in the next week.
"Our main thing is that after the loss
(against Washington) we’re not supposed to
drop our heads," Wilson said. "Our main focus
is to try to stay positive and that for everyone to
realize we still have a chance to win the WAC
championship."
While the Warriors are scheduled to face
UTEP, Hill said he believes the bye week will
give the Spartans the eoctra rest and focus time
they need to gain a win at Hawai’i.
Hill said he hopes the Spartans will perform
the same in any stadium they play in.
"It’s not like the field has changed," Hill
said. "It’s not like we’re playing a 100-yard field
here and we go away and play on a 200-yard
field. It’s all the same."
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The Office of the Student Interns
to the President is currently
recruiting student leaders to work
up to ten hours per week. Be a
presidential liaison to SJSU
students and the campus
community by attending student
organization meetings,
coordinating important campus
discussions, and forwarding
student concerns to the
appropriate offices. Good verbal
and written communications skills
are needed. Computer literacy is
also highly desirable, Hours are
flexible and compenSation is $10
per hour, Applications are now
available and should be submitted
by October 29th, 2004 by 12
noon to the Student interns to the
President’s Office (III 1(17) or
Campus Climate Office (TH 108),
Questions or for more
information, call (408) 924-2981.

the Spartan home wins carry on to their next
road ventures.
Hill said Rogers was not alone in making mistakes, which contributed to their loss
in Seattle.
"On one play, (tailback Tyson Thompson)
was about to break through and he trips over
an offensive lineman," Hill said. "We can’t have
our (rusher) trip up on other players."
Hill said the entire team would be looking
for the answers to score wins on the road and
how to capitalize on key opportunities to gain
momentum against opposing teams in the second half of the season.
Hill said even if his players have successfully run the same plays game after game, they
should take their assignments as a guarantee on
sure yardage.
"Our team realized that when you get the
chance and you are in a hostile environment,
when you can punch it in, you have to punch it
in," Hill said.
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Road Blues
The Spartans, who are undefeated at home,
have yet to score a road win.
Hill said the Spartans must learn different
ways to win games if they are to be successful and they could not depend on a high -scoring offense to cover for the whole team like the
SJSU offense did during their 70-63 home win
against Rice University.
"We’re not going to score 70 points every
game," Hill said.
Hill said the different styles of play they will
face in the second half of the season means the
team must be ready for any situation.
Rogers said the Spartans must capitalize on
every possession in their coming games.
"When the plays counted, we couldn’t move
the ball like we wanted and execute the plays to
the point that we wanted," Rogers said. "Without a doubt we Have to be consistent."
Hill said he would like to see the success of
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HILL I
In addition to the HIV and AIDS commercial,
"Why not air (commercials) about literacy’, why not
air about child abuse," Hill said. "Don’t wait to run
your public service announcement at 2 a.m, while
everyone is asleep."
Hill’s speech brought up some interesting
points that she had not stopped to think about before, said Nancy Freeman, outreach coordinator for
the King Library.
Freeman explained her favorite part of Hill’s
speech, "I think the part of using the power of ads
to bring up social issues," Freeman said. "Even one
30-minute spot during the Super Bowl could have
a huge impact," she added.
When Magic Johnson announced he was HIVpositive the world stopped and took a look, Hill
said.
"Jr became the front page of Newsweek, it became the front page of USA Today," Hill said.
"Because not of HIV, but because of who Magic
Johnson was, who admitted he had the disease,"
he said.
Gauri Dharan, a junior graphic design major,
said she liked how Hill compared the athletes who
are in the mainstream.
Sports impact society and can be used as a tool
to motivate students, Hill said.
"It (sports) is to me a bait to really gravitate
those who may not really think education is for
them," Hill said. "If you can find a way to motivate through sports, I think it is one of the greatest
tools you have."
Hill is the first generation in his family to have
a college education, he said.
"lain confident that had it not been for football
that I wouldn’t be standing here today," Hill said.
Hill has two bachelor’s degrees from Ouachita Baptist University one is in communications
and the other is in physical education, he said.
He also has a toaster’s degree from Northwestern State University and a doctorate in higher education from the University of Arkansas, Hill said.
The public is invited to attend the next University Scholar Series event on Nov. 8 at 12:30 pan. in
the Spartan Bookstore.
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continuedfrom page 1

repeated too many issues that had already been addressed.
"They talked a lot about stuff like the economy and the
war," Morrison said. "I felt those topics have already been
mentioned."
After the debate, an informal survey showed that
although Kerry was the victor, Bush had shown major
improvement compared to the previous two debates.
Morrison thought that Kerry presented strong ideas.
"He did a good job of staying on topic," Morrison said.
"A lot of his plans seemed fairly reasonable."
Shin Yi, a graduate student in environmental studies,
disagreed and said she thought Bush performed better than
his rival,
"1 thought Bush won because he looked a lot more
comfortable on stage. Kerry didn’t look as confident," Yi
said. "Bush also defended some of his numbers."
Brent said he felt Kerry won, but that Bush had gained
ground on his opponent.
"There was clear contrast between the two candidates,"
Brent said. "This debate was lot closer than the previous
two."
Brent said Kerry did is better job of going on the offensive.
"Kerry really made an effort to establish a personal
connection with the audience," Brent said.
Todd agreed with Brent and also said Bush had his
strongest debate of the campaign.
"Bush did a better job of defending his numbers and
attacking Kerry’s voting record," Todd said, "He also ’yoke
in common language that everyone could understand.
Todd said Kerry was more aggressive in this debate.
"He was more quick to point out where Bush was
wrong," Todd said.
Morrison, the communication studies major, said Kerry’s
aggressive tactics didn’t work for him.
"Right after Bush was done talking, it seemed like Kerry
would punch him, metaphorically speaking," Morrison
said.
Todd said Bush’s demeanor onstage troubled her.
"Bush seemed to smile a lot during the debate," Todd
said. "It worked sometimes, but other times he came across
’as disingenuous."
Brent said he thinks the election will be as close as the
debate.
"It’s close to even at this point," Brent said. "Unless
something dramatic happens to either Bush or Kerry."
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FILM I A.S. hopes debate will follow
to vote (for)," said Heather Cooper,
AS. director of campus climate
affairs.
"We aren’t telling someone to vote
one way or the another, but we’re
allowing avenues to students to able
to discuss their opinions," Greathouse
said.
Greathouse said Moore’s message
from the film "Fahrenheit 9/11" is
to show events that occurred during
the Bush administration rather than
telling people who to vote for.
Showing "Fahrenheit 9/11" isn’t
planned because of it’s presidential
election time, but Greathouse said she
Wants students to be aware of politics
after watching the tnovie,
However, she said she didn’t want
to students to feel that A.S. is showing
only "liberal films" such as "Fahrenheit
9/11."
If there was a film such as "Fahrenheit 9/11" that featured Sen. John
Kerry, Greathouse said A.S. would
show it.
"But there aren’t such movies out,"
she said.
In regards to the amount of publicity for the film, Greathouse said A.S.
needs to show the well-known films to
try to draw as many people as they can
to their movie nights, which is a part
of the Spartan Pride campaign.
"It’s very difficult to find a film that
is conservative and (a) Blockbuster
hit," Greathouse said.
However, Greathouse said A.S.
is also planning to show another
controversial film, but conservative
film "The Passion of The Christ" for
the next week.
"If the students don’t feel comfortable with movies being shown (by
AS.), they don’t have to watch it,"
Greathouse said.
However, Greathouse said the

university is a good place to discuss
about what students think about topics including politics and religion.
"Here we are trying to become
educated citizens, (and the university,
is the) perfect safe place to have those
kind of conversations," she said.
"(We) will be happy to have a
fortun at the end of ’Fahrenheit 9/11.’
We can all sit and discuss it. The point
is we want students to start being
aware, to start talking about election,
(and) start talking about politics,"
Greathouse said.
People should feel free to discuss
any topics on campus, De Alba said.
"University is the setting for
dialogue and debate to take place.
It is an appropriate place to discuss
controversial or non-controversial
(topics)," De Alba, A.S. executive
director, said.
Students can choose whether or
not they’ll watch such is controversial
film, Greathouse said.
"Jr is up to students to come and
see the movie for themselves to decide
what they want to do for the election,"
Greathouse said.
Cooper, A.S. director of campus
climate affairs, said there were it few
people who came to the A.S. office to
express their concerns about showing
the film "Fahrenheit 9/11."
If the students have issues regarding film, Greathouse laid her office
door is open for them to come in to
talk about it.
However, she said students should
talk with other students about how
they feel about the film.
"They should talk to other students
to engage in discussions and engage
in that debate, and tell what other
students think about movie," she said.
Some people may call the A. S. office to say, "How dare you present this
movie, but that’s OK," De Alba said.

RECREATION JOBS AT THE
LOS GATOS-SARATOGA
REC DEPT. Positions Open

Now For Leaders, Afterschool
Elem. Sch. Age Child Care
Recreation/Enrichment
Programs. P/T, M-F 2-6:15pm
Pay Range: $7,83-$11.32/hour
starting depending on exp. No
ECE units req. Call Kathy
408-354-8700X245

P/T STUDENT WORK
$14.50 to START
No Exp./ Will Train
Suits All Majors
Great Resume Exp,
FT/PT
START IMMEDIATELY
Call: 408-436-9336
FunStudentWork.com

LATINO/HISPANIC MEN

SPERM DONORS NEEDED
The Palo Alto, CA branch of
the California Cryobank is
seeking men of all ethnicities
for our sperm donor programs.
If you are currently attending college or hold BA degree
you can earn up to $900/mo,
receive a free comprehensive
health screening & help infertile
couples. For more information
or to apply online please visit
www.cryobankdonors.com

PROFESSIONAL EDITING

For your paper or dissertation.
Experienced. Efficient. Exact.
Familiar with APA 8 Chicago Styles
ESL is a specialty. Grace0831252-1108 or Evagrace@aolcom
or www.gracenoteseditIng,com

$450 GROUP FUNDRAISER

SCHEDULING BONUS
4 hours of your group’s time
PLUS our free (yes, free)
fundraising solutions EQUALS
51000-$2000 in earnings
for your group. Call TODAY
for a $450 bonus when you
schedule your non -sales fundraiser with CampusFundraiser.
Contact CampusFundraiser @
(888) 923-3238, or visa
www.campusfundraiser.com

ENVELOPE STUFFERS

Earn 5$ Working From Home
Call (972) 504-2690
GET PAID FOR YOUR OPINIONS!
Earn S15-5125 & more per survey.
www.paldonlinesurveys,com

the party! ’
For a taste of the
sweet life, try our new
White Peach hookah
tobacco

FREE!
Oetgourpromocaat
wmannartantaall
Shop Fumari.com for
quality hookahs, exotic
flavored tobacco, and
accessories.

MAXI

fru

61.11606601)164.0406,1401064(64666
ACC 66606166

408-924-3277
408-924-3282
Email: classified@casa.sjsu.edu
Online: www.thespartandaily.com
TIRED OF SHARING
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
HOUSE FOR LEASE Nice
A BATHROOM??
Downtown San Jose home.
Come see our HUGE 2 BD
2 FULL BA. Over 1000 Sq Foot
4BD/2BA with yard. Lots of
Apartment! Walking Distance to parking. Nice neighborhood. 1
SJSU. Newly Remodeled.
block from SJSU near the busiLaundry Facilities. Parking
ness classrooms. $2200/mo
Security Gate, Easy Access
includes gardener & garbage,
to Bay Area Freeways
$2200 dep. required. One year.
Substantially Larger than Others!
lease, Call 408 978-2064
$1195/mo. 408.947-0803
2 BLKS TO SJSU: 2BDPIBA
Spotless. Nice Carpets. Prking.
SJSU INTERNATIONAL
Laundry. $1000/mo. 559-1356
HOUSE

For American and International
Students.
Fun and Friendly Environment
5 minute walk to campus
Wireless Internet
Well-equipped kitchen
Computer and Study rooms
2 pianos and game rooms
Laundry facilities
Parking
Call 924-6570 or stop by for
a tour. Check our website
www.sjsu.edu/deptsffhouse
3605. 11th Street (between
San Carton & San Salvador)

MAKE MONEY TAKING ONLINE
SURVEYS. Earn $10-$250 for
Surveys. $25-5250/Focus Groups
Visit www.cash4students/sjsu

ROOMS for RENT. Convenient
location. We are taking applications for rooms available on
So_ 13th St. near Santa Clara
MAKE MONEY 0 HOME TAKING St. This is close to San Jose
SURVEYS? Is this Possible? State University near the heart
EGG DONORS NEEDED!
Find out the Truth at
Healthy females ages 18-31
of San Jose, You’ll be within
wwwTruthAboutSurveys.com walking distance to enjoying
Donate to infertile couples
some of the many eggs your
many of the downtown shops
body disposes monthly.
& restaurants. All rooms have
COMPENSATION $5,000
private entrances. Each room
Cali Reproductive Solutions now
offers a private full bath, indiRENT:
Female
ROOM FOR
818-832-1494
vidual air conditionaing & a
Non-Smoker, 3BD/2BA Home
small refrigerator. Monthly parkin Quiet Area. 7 miles So. of
ing passes may be available at
SJSU. 1 Blk to LT. Rail. 5425/ an additional cost. Street parkmo incl. util. 408 265-6381
ing available. Coin opererated
laundry. No pets, Excellent
SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN
value @ $575/mo, all utll. paid.
(includes cosmetic) $69,00 per year
No Deposit Required. Building
Save 30%-60%. For into call:
1-800-655-3225 or
run by professional managers.
RENT!!
MONTH
FREE/ FIRST
www.studentdental.com or
LOWER YOUR RENT NOWI! Reserve your room today.Call
www.goldenwestdental,com
.2 BD/2 FULL BA & 1 BD/1BA (408) 254-4500 or email
WORK With YOU on DEPOSIT. mortgagesOstatewidere.com.
EDITING BY PROFESSIONAL
First 5 qualified aps will receive
PARKINGI
Writer/Editor. Term papers,
a free 3 month parking pass &
.2 BLKS from SJSU
W/D. Wafer/Trash paid.
theses, reports. 13 yrs busia free copy of their credit report
ness & technical exp. Accurate ’Great Roommate Floor Plan!
Well Managed Student Bldg.
& Efficient I also do resumes &
CALL NOW! 408-378-1409
newsletters. 408-972-0319
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RENTAL HOUSING

FOR NATIONAL/hCFNCY RA’fFS CALL 408.924-3277

EVionh5e6itsSernnallnOTOEinatindSOOTOTLa

85 FT FROM Sall! Avail Now.
10BD-51/2BA. 2 Fridges. W/D.
$480-$580iUtils+Dep. John
408-293-5693 Leave Msg.

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

1 Pungent
6 Splotch
10 Balmy
14
con came
15 Honolulu’s island
16 Borodin prince
17 Knights’ wives
18 Jogs
19 "Fancy" singer
20 Peaks
22 Cyclotron target
23 All-purpose trucks
24 Yank
26 Hot sauce
30 Instants
34 Enjoys a novel
35 Daisy Mae’s
creator
36 Up till now
37 Goofs up
38 Approvals
40 Diva
Gluck
41 Nanny’s charge
42 Mimicked
43 Vote to accept
44 Meeting
46 Mice and squirrels
48 Pacino and Unser
49 "Alice" waitress
50 GiStS
53 Veal dish
59 Applications
60 Bone below the
elbow
PI Large handbags
62 Toddler’s perch
63 Several
64 The Hollow Men"
poet
65 Has a meal
66 Fitness centers
67 Ritchie Valens
tune
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Frosty coating
Seine moorages
Talk about
l’s northof Java
Commends
Cry of dismay
(2 wds.)
Commuter halts
2 wds.l
Optical Illusion
Around"
Wolf, to Pedro
Apothecary
measure
List shortener
Ref s kin
Hikes
Eagle’s lair
Versifiers
Sales pitches
The ’merry
month"
Drip-dry fabric
Lure
Sports trivia
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31
32
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STUDIO APT for RENT

Located in Bustling Downtown!
This apartment is just blocks
away from SJSU. making it
PERFECT for students! Further
conveniences this apartment
includes are laundry facilities
& easy access to Bay Area
freeways. Please contact John
@(408) 947-0803 for showing!
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Send check or creasy order lo; (No Credit Cards Accepted) _Greek Messages _Services
_Hisiineauty
_Dams
Spartan Daily Clessifleds
_Spons/Thras
_Volunteers
$in Joe state university
_Insurtmos
_For $ale
San Joeik CA 95102.0149
we/6ml
II Classified disk Is located in Dwight SOW Halt Room 209, EitoonicT
_,TraVel
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II Deadline; 1000 a.m. two weekdays before publication.
..,
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_Word Processing
_OppoituNkis
A amigo NS? CALL MIS 0244277
SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF FtMe applies to private party ada MN. POOKOUnt kr Other persons_otbuOlnews.
Ads mu- SI be placed in person in DOH 203 from 10am to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED.
’ Lost & Found ids ere offered tree
as a service to the campus community.
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35 Two-Iimer
38 Pouched
animals
39 Male doll
40 Summer quail
42 Have the flu
43 Conformed
45 Mouths oft
46 Delivers
a message
47 Pixano s quest
49 Pots cohost
50 Cook in Ole
nticrowose
$1 Middies’ sal.
52 Root vegetable
54 Give a hand to
55 Game with
mallets
56 Take
stride
57 Inert gas
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PARKING I ’For what they charge, they should have more parking spaces.’
continuedfrom page 1

.

log space is to look at restrictions such
as ’E Permit only’ and see if your perstilt has the appropriate letter on it,"
Villarica ,frso said he gets citation
reviews where the person claims they
parked for less than the time limit,
moved and came back to the same
space.
"We actually chalk the tires and
perform another check on the tires
when we first check the zones," he
said. "Then we look for the chalk mark
and recheck the tires after the time
limits expired. If a car has moved and
returned, the checks would make that
evident."
Esther Kinyua, a junior corporate finance major who transferred to
Sirs Jose State University this semester, said she got a citation because she
parked in a 30-minute zone for too
long.
"I got a 831 ticket," she said. "It
was uncalled for, it wasn’t my fault that
the line of admissions was long."
Kinyua said she had gone to ad-

missions to register and had no idea it
would take so long.
She said she did not contest the citation.
"I did not know 1 eoulcl contest it,"
she said. "I should have fought it."
Then there are the citation review
requests that do not make any sense at
all, Villarica said.
"This is an actual citation received," he said, " ‘I believe that a radification of the statute in which time
restrictions on parking in the lot behind I.S. (Industrial Studies) building
or any other campus building, would
prove that the parking police are serving and protecting rather than just
producing revenue,
However, citations are down this
year, said Sgt. Jim Renelle.
" .., We had issued 14,100 citations by September and that is down
several thousands from the previous
year," he said.
Renelle attributed the drop in volume to redirection of manpower resources.
"We are trying to make our signage
better," he said. "The citations could

,
certainly be more."
Students can use the pass to ride ee transit program, 818,000 for the
But he also said the city’s parking free on VTA transport, he said.
DASH shuttle 826,000 for Highway
garage on Fourth and San Fernando
"I like knowing I can drive myself 17 Express and 8110,000 for the Ecostreets is absorbing some of the pre- to school," Kinyua, the corporate fi- pass."
vious traffic.
Renelle said the money comes
nance major said. "That way I know I
"I use the
am not going to from citations.
"In the last five years we have genbe late."
parking garage
on Fourth and
Renelle also erated ,tbout 8500,000 a year," he said.
said the depart- "The remaining portion goes to runSan Fernando," ..
said
Madison
ment subsidizes ning the citation program,"
the Highway 17
Renelle said the department is exConnor, an undeEx p re ss,
irons ploring more solutions, especially after
clared freshman,
Santa Cruz to the success of the city’s Fourth Street
"I pay $7 to $11
Garage.
San Jose.
a day, but there is
"Yost take a ticket and pay on
runs
always parking."
"This
back and forth a your way ’out," lie Said. "That elimiThe parking
department has
few times a day," nates people parking illegally and
been promoting
he said.
.
. that would free ’hp space for people
In addition, who have actually paid for the peralternative transthe department mit. On any given day, there are about
portation soluRenelle
helps subsidize 1.00 people parked in SJSU garages ilPons,
_
_,
the Downtown legally."
said.
Most students said parking servicRenelle said the department finan- Area Shuttle which runs to and from
es should increase the number
cially supports the "Ecopass" (Val- transit areas, Renelle said.
spaces.
Icy Transportation Authority transit
"We pay all this money contractually to Associated Students, who manpass).
"For what they charge, they should
"The Associated Students pay for age those areas through their trans- have more parking spaces," Kinywa
a portion of it and we pay a portion," portation solutions program," he said. said.
"It is about 854,000 for the employRenelle said there were 7,500 park"
he said.

".Ipay $7 to $11
a day, but there is
always parking."

Madison Connor,
student

ing

apark-

log spaces including spaces on South
Campus.
"We sell about 13,000 permits ft semester but not everyone is here at the
same time," he said.
He also said this semester they sold
about 2,000 fewer permits than last
sem ester.
"The price of the permit I think
it’s ridiculous,’ said Lida Sath, a senior
accounting major. "I drove to school
right until this semester, now the price
is too nigh."
Renelle said prior to the hike, parking permit fees had not gone up in 17
years.
"We do not have any tax money assigned to us," he said. "We just have
permit and citation fees. Students
have to realize that for us to provide
solutions we had to increase the fees,"
Some students are finding their
own solutions.
"This semester I carpool with a
friend which reduces the cost and
frees up a space," said Geraldine Matias, a sophomore business management major. "Carpooling should be
encouraged."

RAMADAN I Muslimsfastfor the sake of God, poverty and to get rid ofthe ills of one’s heart
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Amir-Ebrahitni
said
though
throughout the year Muslims try to
be good people, during Ramadan it
is a lot easier to remember not to do
certain things when they are hungry
because they are reminded of this
constant hunger.
Melhem, the former Middle Eastern Student Association president,
said another reason Muslims fast is to
put themselves in the place of a homeless person and in the place of families
who don’t have necessities such as food
and water.
"When you do eat, you say grace
and thank the Lord for what he has
provided for you," Melhem said.
Amir-Ebrahimi said Muslims fast
for the sake of God and because it’s a
lot easier to feel what poor people feel
when one is not eating.
Zohra Karimi, president of SJSU’s
Muslim Students Association, said
before dawn and after sunset, Muslims
can pretty much eat anything.
She said Muslims typically get up
an hour before the sun rises to eat
"stilloor," or the morning meal.
Melhem, the business sophomore
who also used to be president of the
Middle Eastern Student Association,
said the meal is just a really big breakfast filled with a lot of energy-efficient
calcium.
After sundown, to break the fast,
Melhem said Muslims have dates and
water,
Karimi mid the breaking of the fast
is done with dates because that is how
the prophet ’Muhammad used to break
Iris fasts.
After that, Karimi said there is a
sunset prayer, called "maglirib," which
is one of the five daily prayers that all
Muslims recite. Following the prayer is
an evening meal, known as "iftar.
Karimi said the Muslim Students
Association has a place where everyone
comes and breaks their fast together
and then prays together. She said that
most mosques have iftar available for
those who attend the mosques.
Karimi said the holiest day of Rarnadan is the 27th of October, which)
is known as "Lailat Ul-Qadr" or the
night of power. She said this night is
supposedly the night that Mu ammad received his first revelation.
Sharawi said on this night, people
will stay up all night worshipping
God and doing "Du’a," which is
basically asking God for help and
forgiveness. He said Du’a is like
direct contact with God.
To celebrate the end of the month
of Ramadan, Karimi said there is
is celebration called "Eid Al-Fits’,"
which consists of festivities and fairs

for the next three or four days depending on one’s culture. She said Muslims
also visit their’ family and younger
children receive presents. ,
Some students, such as Karimi,
practice fasting a little bit at a time
during the month prior to Ramadan
to prepare themselves.
"I kind of cut down just a little a
couple of days before and try to get
into the whole not eating (thing) ...
maybe eating a little earlier and then
eating one big meal at night," Karimi
said.
Sharawi, the junior industrial
technology major, said he began fasting last Friday.
"I missed a couple of days of last
Ramadan for various reasons, winds
I was not supposed to, so it’s like
partially snaking it up and partially
preparing for Ramadan," Sharawi
said.
Unlike the other pillars or Islam,
which include daily prayer, a pilgrimage to Makkah or Mecca the
holiest site of the Islamic religion,
giving charity and declaration of
faith or belief in the oneness of God
and Muhammad as the final prophet,
fasting differs from other farms of
worship, according, to some Muslim
students.
"Ramadan is likes hidden worship
because other acts of worship, like
praying, people can see you do that,
Amir-Ebrahimi said.
"Fasting is something between
you and God and that really builds a
special relationship between you and
ood.,,
Abu-Haneefa, the junior cornmunications major, agrees about the
uniqueness of this form of worship
in that there is a different level of
accountability.
"If I’m not married and a sexy lady
passes, that’s benveen me and God, ’
Abu-Haneefa said. "If I take a sip of
water in the bathroom, it’s between me
and God."
Abu-Haneefa said it is the person
fastin, rather than God, who benefits
,arm tasting.
He said because those participating
in Ramadan are not eating during the

clay, one has much more time and can during the month of Ramadan.
Karimi said charity is very impor"There’s a lot of temptations. You
dictate how one’s day will go.
"Its a kind of cleansing, in a way, tant in Islam, and Ramadan focuses on have to face that, whether food-wise
"When you fast you’re hungry, but because when you’re fasting you’re this aspect of the faith as well,
or sexual-wise."
always thinking
you’re
active,"
Karim’ said being hungry is only
"At the end of Ramadan everybody
’Abu-Harter:fa
about,
’OK, is required to give a certain amount difficult for her on the first or second
said. "It builds
these things are of charity, so it’s kind of a way to day of Ramadan. After that, she said it
your self-confiprohibited
in understand how the less fortunate gets easier, especially if one eats in the
.
my religion,’ " people feel and what they go through morning.
den’ and gUi:::
you
reasoning
Karimi isbaeid.
on a daily basis," Karimi said.
"Even then, you’re so caught up in
power
Amir-Ebrahimi, the education the religious aspects of it that you kind
"
everythini, else.
Husain,
n, founder freshman, added that the entire point of forget you’re hungry," Karimi said.
Abu -I- aneelir
of the Rallima of Ramadan is to get rid of the ills of
The month of fasting is the high.
Foundation
said that Ramalight of the year for some students.
in one’s heart.
"We get rid of jealousy, dunking
dun is a very busy
Santa
Clara,
"I love Ramadan, because in the
II
month.
a
non-profit bad things about people," Amir- midst of everything going on," Karimi
so
"There’s
charitable
and Ebrahitni said.
said.
much going on:
educational or"It’s a time to mend things with our
"Ramadan conies and is a constant
events, dinners,
ganization, said tinnily, a time to repent back to God."
reminder that this is not where you’re
talks,"
Abu90 percent of the
Those who are forbidden to going to stay for the rest of infinity,
Haneelli said.
foundation’s in - fast during Ramadan include the as they say It tells you insure a Mute
"Every
come is collected sick, women who are pregnant or thing.
mosque you go
during Ramadan menstruating, children and the elderly,
Some ’Muslims enjoy the inonth
to has programs,
and that most of said Karimi, the Muslim Students because it means they’ll be seeing
sometimes daily."
their donors are Association president.
more of their family tnetnbers.
ika’el
frosts the Muslitn
As to whether accomplishing the
"I personally love it because it’s
StU dent
Pi ttam, program
community.
task of fasting is a challenge, some such a warm time in my house,"
manager Mr the
She said the students agreed that it involved some Karimi said.
Muslim Community Association in foundation, which normally distributes hard work.
"During Ramadan (my family)
Santa Clara, said every Ramadan his goods once a month to those in need,
"It is just like any other struggle always makes sure we’re together at
15 losque holds the nightly "Taraweeh" will give extra portions out during that you go through,"Abu-lianeefa least to break our tlist and to pray, if
prayer, which he said is part of the Ramadan.
said.
not the whole time."
extra Nvorship Muslims yerform for
the Creator during Rama an.
"It is an opportunity to recite
or listen to the whole uran," said
Pittam, referring to the prayer.
Pittam said the mosque also holds
a weekly dinner for community
members to break their fitst, as well
as a daily dinner for single Muslims
without ’families to break their fast.
He said the mosque would also
feature guest speakers later on in the
111111111111111
month as well as a dinner with non .1\1tislim business leaders from within
U.S.AIR FORCE
the Bay Area community.
CROSS INTO THE BLUE
Pittam said non -Muslims are al ways welcome at the mosque, which
has an attendance of approximately
4,000 I\ luslims,
As to whether fasting is specific
to the month of Ramadan, Karimi,
tlre president of the Muslim Stu dents Association, said fasting, while
recotninended throughout the rest of
the year, is only required of Muslims

"There s’ a lot of
temptations. You have
to face that, whether
food-wise or
sexual-wise.
Muhammad
Abu- Haneefa,
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We accept: VISA MC AMEX DIS
4.41/4c.4
131 . Jackson Street
6E
Blocks North of Santa Clara
Between 3rd and 4th Street
or 998-9427

V (CV ,)..1
294-3303

SIDES ON A

Bar and Lounge
(Formerisnearerly Bar and Grill)
Thursdays

GEOMETRICALLY

D’s Sports

SQUARED BASE.

are

College Nights

falbe

"$1.00 off all mixed drinks and drafts"
*Just show your College ID*
------8poottables
. -Dartboards

Music provided by The Muzighorium,
featuring DJ K-Dubb spinning top 40
Hip-flop and more.... 4-

. -Foosball

-Arcade games

It takes ingenuity, teamwork and a great deal of effort to putt off some of the high -profile
engineering projects being done moths United States Air Force. Engineers who come aboard
are immediately put on the fast track and have advancement opportunities typically not
found in the private sector. From weapons systems and space station materials to the next
generation of X -planes, whatever the project is, it’s always fresh, always important and
always cutting edge. If this sounds like something you might be interested in, visit our Web
site at AIRFORCE,COM or call us at 1 -800 -423 -USAF to request more inforrna. lion,
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1180 Lincoln Ave., San Jose

Glen area)
21 and over only! Must have a valid ID 10 enter
Parking available at the Bank orAmerica
(Winott,
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Book your party: (408) 288-9422
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